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Dear friends,

I am proud to present the brand new Slovak
Game Industry 2022 report by the Slovak Game
Developers Association. Firstly, allow me to give
some perspective about our small yet thriving
industry in the larger context.

also see the post-IDFA peak making game
marketing more challenging than ever. Plus
spiralling inflation and low availability of free
capital will ratchet up the difficulty to hell mode
with perma-death.

Although 2021 was a challenging period on
the global market, the game industry as a
whole navigated the crisis relatively well and
the Slovak game industry emerged with flying
colours! Despite the second covid year and
the post-IDFA period, our industry grew both in
terms of developers as well as revenue - GJ to
all of you - please check out the figures in the
report.

Harsh times call for leadership from all of us:
the pandemic and war in Ukraine have taught
us that there’s no ‘us’ and ‘them’. It’s impacting
all of us, not just the old and the weak, the
attacked, … the others. In 1989, “v jednote je
sila!” (“strength is in unity” - not to be mistaken
with the game engine!) carried us through
the crisis. We now need to prove that we’re
a strong and coherent community that can
successfully navigate the crisis together: we’re
playing a coop MMO endgame boss fight that
calls on the whole clan to support each other.

Unfortunately, we were dealing with far more
than ‘just’ covid and IDFA. The Russian invasion
of Ukraine has created a global crisis that
also impacts our industry: increasing inflation,
decreasing available investment capital,
impacting the emerging blockchain gaming
sector, etc. But of course, nothing of this
compares to the war suffering of Ukrainians
themselves.

A huge thanks to all of you for supporting and
growing our precious community!
GLHF,
Filip Fischer
Founding member of SGDA

Our hearts are with Ukraine and our fellow
developers in that country.
So what awaits us? We’ll see each other at
Game Days Košice in November in person - as
the covid pandemic draws to a close. But we’ll
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EMPLOYEES

COMPANY PROFILES

ACTIVE COMPANIES:

70

Years active

33%

COMPANY LOCATION

Less than 3 years

Geographical location

17%

29%

3+ years

5+ years

14%

10+ years

30%
East

79%

Private company

West

70

%

Own game
development

Location based on city

48 20 32
%

Košice

%

14%

Self-employed

6%

1%

Physical person

Other

No commissions
or outsourcing

2017

524
2018

17

%

Gamedev related services
and activities

24%

Outsourcing parts and
full development of
games

19%

Outsourcing parts
of games
and assets

762
2019

Number of employees
in top 10% of companies

870
2020

1079
2021

1 - 200+

13%

Outsourcing

7%

Outsourcing parts and full
development of games,
but no contracts yet

668

1314

2022 (est.)

Company size based
on employee headcount

New working positions opened in 2021

209

New working positions opened in 2022 (est.)

235

Median age of employees

30

1.

Pixel Federation

2.

PowerPlay Studio

3.

Inlogic Software

4.

SuperScale

5.

Nine Rocks Games

21%

Programmer

27%

Programmer

6.

Studio727

18%

Graphic artist

14%

Game designer

7.

Games Farm

13%

Game designer

13%

Graphic artist

12%

PR, marketing, sales

13%

Marketing, PR

8.

NOISE artillery

9%

Other

12%

Animator

9.

QORPO

8%

Animator

9%

Producer

7%

Tester

7%

Data analyst

10.

60fps

7%

Production

5%

Sound designer

5%

Sound design

NGO

Commissioned work and outsourcing

50%

476

Top 10 companies based
on employee headcount

Primary orientation

%

2016

15+ years

Central

64%

514

7%

Legal form

6%

Bratislava

Overall number of employees

Working positions based
on specialization

5 - 40 to 100

13 - 10 to 39

16 - 5 to 9
19 - 2 to 4
16 - 1

Positions hardest
to fill
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Positions occupied
by women

Number of women working
in Slovak gamedev

177
(16.4%)

Percentage of
companies employing
women

46

%

34.8%

Graphic artist

17.4%

Concept artist

14.5%

Producer

9.4%

Marketing, PR

4.3%

Animator

4.3%

Game designer

2.9%

Administrative

2.9%

Data analyst

2.9%

Programmer

2.9%
3.6%

Czechia

Ukraine

9%
USA

7%

Spain

24.1 36.1 45.7 51
2016

2017

2018

TOP 10 companies
based on turnover
Pixel Federation

Tester

2.

PowerPlay Studio

Other

3.

SuperScale

4.

Inlogic Software

5.

Nine Rocks Games

6.

Studio727

7.

Games Farm

8.

79 (7%)

Countries of origin of foreign employees

12%

Overall turnover (M EUR)

1.

Number of employees from abroad

16%

GAMES

FINANCE

7%
UK

49%
Other

2019

72.2 80
2020

2021

83.2

2022 (est.)

Own
full-release
games created

Games created in
cooperation with
a third party

Overall number
of released and
unreleased projects
being worked on

81

182

381

Estimated overall
turnover in 2022

EUR 83 271 050

Primary target platform
for released games

Primary target platform
for game development

76%

PC (Windows)

77%

PC (Windows)

41%

iOS / Android

34%

iOS / Android

29%

Nintendo Switch

30%

Nintendo Switch

29%

Xbox

17%

Sony Playstation

27%

Playstation

16%

Microsoft Xbox

26%

MacOS / Linux

14%

PC (Browser/HTML5)

23%

PC (Browser/HTML5)

12%

VR/AR

Gentlemen's

13%

VR/AR

10%

MacOS / Linux

9.

Blue Brain Games

3%

Apple Arcade

10.

Greens

3%

Board game

Overall turnover
in 2021

EUR 80 000 866
Turnover of top 10%
companies in 2021

EUR 69 400 000
(86.75%)

Games published in 2021 via
Self-publishing on PC and mobile distribution platforms

38%

Self-publishing on web-based platforms

20%

Published via international publisher

18%

Self-publishing on console and VR platforms

16%

Published via Slovak publisher

3%

Other

5%

Developed games financed via
Self-funding

80%

Public funding

37%

International publisher

24%

Slovak publisher

16%

Commission

12%

Slovak investor

12%

International investor

10%

Platform holder

4%

Bank loans

2%
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Studios

STATE’S ROLE
What support would you appreciate most?

QORPO���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 10

Darkvision Games����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 47

Nine Rocks Games���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 12

Rembrosoft���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 48

Games Farm�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 14

GARSIUS������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 49

83%

Tater Games�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 16

Hang The Eyelids������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 50

Better education and education support

74%

Team Vivat����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 18

3DIVISION����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 51

Travelling and presentation support

67%

Cypronia�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 20

Lotus Innovations������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 52

Effective ways of employing foreigners

59%

Triple Hill Interactive�������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 22

Leveland Studios������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 53
Propulsive Games����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 54

Favourable loans

50%

Fatbot Games������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 24
Incidental Minds�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 26

EastWorks����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 55

Atomic Realm������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 28

Old B1ood����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 56

Bitmap Galaxy����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 30

straka.studio�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 57

Cassagi Entertainment���������������������������������������������������������������������������� 32

Eldritch Pixels������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 58

Doublequote Studio�������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 34

Boris Kudlač�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 59

poetic������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 36

Nanopike������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 60

Pixel Federation��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 38

Hoglet Interactive������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 61

PowerPlay Studio������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 39

Cybernautic��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 62

Contact:
hello@sgda.sk
+421 904 979 440

Inlogic Games����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 40

Black Deer Games���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 63

Blue Brain Games����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 41

Bartoš Studio������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 64

Centurion Developments������������������������������������������������������������������������� 42

Sekip Games������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 65

Download this material
and find out more at:
www.sgda.sk

VIVUGA���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 43

Bored Monkey����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 66

Impact Games����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 44

Ondrej Angelovič������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 67

Airo Games���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 45

TEDI Games Game Development����������������������������������������������������������� 68

Fono Labs����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 46

ARTillery�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 69

R&D funding

78%

More public funding

81%

Tax incentives and deductions

*All data and statistics as of 31.12.2021,
unless stated otherwise
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Studios

What we’re working on

Crypto Citizen

QORPO
QORPO is a leading game studio founded in
2018 with over 100+ employees from all around
the world. Our headquarters are in Bratislava
(Slovakia). QORPO is a metaverse leader in
Central Europe, currently building the most
complete ecosystem with four products to go
fully live in 2022 — Trade Race Manager 2,
CryptoCitizen, QORPO Market, and QORPO
ID. They have brought together powerful
international development teams, and some
of their members worked with major gaming
studios such as Gameloft and EA.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

STUDIO URL:

qorpo.world

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2018

EMPLOYEES:

100

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Crypto Citizen , Trade Race
Manager 2 (TRM2), TRM 1

EMAIL:

info@qorpo.co

PC, Mobile devices, Android + iOS
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Under development, Alpha test
CryptoCitizen introduces a new era of gaming in NFT
Metaverse. Set your destiny in the Metropolit city in the year
2101 on the verge of technological revolution! MMO world of
CryptoCitizen enables you to fully live your dreams. Establish a
profitable business, build factories, drive the hottest cars, and
visit the most exclusive clubs. The open world MMO Metaverse
comprises several smaller game genres such as drag races,
collectible fighting RPG game, and FPS.
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Studios

What we’re working on

Way of the Hunter

Nine Rocks Games
Nine Rocks Games is a game development
studio headquartered in Bratislava, the capital
of Slovakia. The team consists of veteran game
developers from Cauldron with great experience
in making successful games, including global
hits like DayZ, Soldier of Fortune: Payback,
Chaser, and many of the multimillion-selling
Cabela’s line of hunting games, including Big
Game Hunter and Dangerous Hunts. Find more
info at: www.ninerocksgames.com
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

STUDIO URL:

www.ninerocksgames.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2020

EMPLOYEES:

55

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Cabela’s Big Game Hunter:
Pro Hunts, DayZ, Way of the
Hunter

EMAIL:

press@ninerocksgames.com

PC, PS5, Xbox Series X|S
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Released

This authentic hunting experience lets you explore and hunt
in large open-world environments in the USA and Europe.
Discover true-to-life animals in beautiful natural habitats,
and handle detailed and highly realistic weapons. Face the
challenges of ethical hunting, supported by a compelling story,
or simply enjoy freely hunting the attractive environments.
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Studios

What we’re working on

Shadows: Awakening

Games Farm
Games Farm is an independent game
development studio with a 50+ team,
headquartered in Košice, Slovakia. We
specialize in developing premium crossplatform titles for PC and consoles, with a
portfolio of over 20 titles released to date.
From a small unknown studio, Games Farm
has evolved into a globally recognized RPG
developer with renowned brands such as the
Heretic Kingdoms franchise and an everincreasing roster of quality titles.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

STUDIO URL:

www.games-farm.com

CITY:

Košice

FOUNDED IN:

2001

EMPLOYEES:

50

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Shadows: Awakening, Vikings:
Wolves of Midgard, Air
Conflicts series

EMAIL:

games-farm@games-farm.com

PC, XBOX, PlayStation
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Released

Shadows: Awakening is a unique, isometric single-player
RPG with real-time tactical combat. You embark on an epic
adventure with challenging gameplay, a gripping storyline, and
enchanting graphics.
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Studios

What we’re working on

Nunu Spirits

Tater Games
Games are our passion, we live for that stuff!
That’s a very brief but also very accurate
description of Tater Games – the game
development studio where creativity and
innovation are paramount. Tater Games began
as a simple discussion between two game
developers. Talk of famous studios, renowned
for incorporating creativity, inspired the pair to
build a new kind of game studio. A place where
the teams are kept small, where there is a flat
hierarchy, and where creators can be involved
in making important decisions and share
responsibility for the company’s success.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

STUDIO URL:

www.tatergames.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2019

EMPLOYEES:

25

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

DinoX, Brew story

EMAIL:

info@tatergames.com

Windows, macOS, Android, iPhone
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Alpha (launched in May 2022)
Save the Nunu, save the forest, but for real! Nunu Spirits
merges the joy of casual gaming and the earning capacity of
blockchain, all while helping the environment by giving players
access to direct ecological action. Nunus live in a fantasy world
that is a reflection of our own world. Helping them to live a
better life has a direct impact on the planet Earth. Players can
play mini games to earn NUGO, the in-game currency, collect
3D printable NUNU NFTs, improve their stats, and turn them
into actual trees in the real world.
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Studios

What we’re working on

Vivat Slovakia

Team Vivat
Team Vivat is a group of enthusiastic creatives
with various backgrounds. We’re here to prove
that when enthusiasm and hard work intersects,
even the biggest dreams can come true. The
team uses Unity 3D, and focuses on the inhouse creation of 3D assets that imitate the real
world - from panel block buildings to bicycles.
We have worked on virtual galleries, 3D imaging
of gardens, and the microgame Vivat Sloboda
that won several awards. Our biggest project
is underway - an open world video game set in
the wild 1990s on the Eastern European border.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

STUDIO URL:

www.vivatslovakia.sk

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2019

EMPLOYEES:

12

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Vivat Sloboda

EMAIL:

ohhi@vivatslovakia.sk

PC

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Vertical Slice

Vivat Slovakia is an open-world video game set in a newly
established country on the border of Eastern Europe, Slovakia.
Old norms persist, law enforcement agencies are weak, and
corruption is rampant. Gangs own the streets, racketeering, car
bombs, and other ways of settling scores are daily events. Yet
gangs are useful to some government elites, who use them to
do their dirty work. You play a man in his 30s, working for the
secret police. Operating undercover as a taxi driver, you can
freely roam the town and keep a close eye on people of interest.
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Studios

What we’re working on

Medieval

Cypronia
Cypronia is an indie game developer and
publisher that specializes in the development of
new games, as well as porting existing ones to
PC and video consoles. The studio is a licensed
developer for PS5, PS4, XB1, XBX, and
Nintendo Switch, and has already developed
over 40 games.

TARGET PLATFORMS:

STUDIO URL:

www.cypronia.com

CITY:

Michalovce

FOUNDED IN:

2010

EMPLOYEES:

12

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

State of War, Color Zen, Cube
Life

EMAIL:

cypronia@gmail.com

PS5, Xbox X, PC

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Beta

Medieval is a third-person action-adventure inspired by the
life of Jan Zizka of Trocnov. Before becoming one of the only
seven generals in history to never lose a battle, Jan was a brutal
mercenary who had lost faith in everything except himself and
his merciless band of men.
The game is an adaptation of Peter Jákl’s movie; Jan Zizka /
Medieval - a historical drama inspired by true events, which will
be released globally.
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Studios

What we’re working on

Triple Hill Interactive
Triple Hill Interactive is an independent studio
based in Košice, Slovakia.

STUDIO URL:

www.triple-hill.com

CITY:

Košice

Studio has released two games for Android and
iOS, and has worked on multiple game projects
for PC and consoles. Currently working on the
fighting game Die by the Blade in cooperation

FOUNDED IN:

2015

EMPLOYEES:

7

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Bacteria, Clumzee: Endless
Climb, Underflow

EMAIL:

developer@triple-hill.com

with Grindstone and Kwalee.
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Die by the Blade
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, PlayStation, Xbox, Nintendo Switch
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Alpha

Die by the Blade is 1v1 fighting game, set in a samurai-punk
world where you must choose from a range of traditional
Japanese weapons to determine your moveset, parry your
opponents’ blows with lightning speed, and master the art of
one-hit kills!
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Studios

What we’re working on

QUEEDO

Fatbot Games
Fatbot Games is a Slovakia-based indie
company founded by two industry veterans:
Tibor Repta and Matej Zajačik. The company
started with a secure investment and is now
self-sustaining. Fatbot Games believes in
accessible and polished games with strong
storylines and high production value in both
visuals and gameplay. QUEEDO will be the
company’s third game, after the previously
released Vaporum and Vaporum: Lockdown.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

STUDIO URL:

www.fatbot-games.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2015

EMPLOYEES:

6

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Vaporum
Vaporum: Lockdown

EMAIL:

info@fatbot-games.com

PC, Playstation, Xbox, Nintendo Switch
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

In production

Fast-paced FPS in the vein of Doom & Quake. Queedo the
Gravedigger, dumb as hell but strong as a horse, sets out
to reconstruct his daddy’s “Total Uber Shovel” to beat the
living sh*t ouf of his foes and give them a fancy delivery to
the underworld. QUEEDO offers more than just gritty & meaty
gunplay: tarot cards boost your power, create unique decks to
fit your playstyle; crypt-o-currency RIP-coin you can mine out
in levels; central hub level where you unlock new levels, game
modes and upgrades; spectral shovel to travel great distances
in a flash and beat seemingly impassable obstacles.
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Studios

What we’re working on

Grayton the Detective

Incidental Minds
We’re Incidental Minds, an enthusiastic and
ambitious independent game dev studio from
Bratislava. We aim to create engaging yet
meaningful experiences - based on thoughtprovoking and impactful topics in a socially
responsible way. We work equally on our own
games as much as games in cooperation with
partners and for clients. Our domains are storybased, strategic, and simulation games.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

STUDIO URL:

www.incidentalminds.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2018

EMPLOYEES:

6

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

House Them All!, Off Stage,
Lebo Mädveď App

EMAIL:

contact@incidentalminds.com

PC, Consoles

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Vertical slice

Grayton the Detective is a story-driven game, mixing the feel of
classic point ’n’ click adventure games with modern multiplesolutional gameplay, branched narrative, and unique game
mechanics, e.g. eavesdropping mechanic, and clue system.
It follows the story of Grayton, once-wealthy and “raised with
a silver spoon in his mouth” and now a homeless investigator.
“Gray” strives to revive his old days. When the “Golden spoon
case” pops up, he sees an opportunity that might change his life.
Although he means well, he’s got some unconventional methods.
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Studios

What we’re working on

Squabble

Atomic Realm
At Atomic Realm, we’re gamers at heart and
professionally we’re three software engineers/
game designers and one art designer working
together since 2015. Our first title, Magnet Run,
was published in 2017 on Google Play in the
“Our indie picks” section. In 2021 we released
Squabble - our first title made exclusively
for Nintendo Switch. We make our games
with great passion and incredible attention
to detail. Since 2019, we also offer our game
development and art design services for hire.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

STUDIO URL:

www.atomicrealm.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2019

EMPLOYEES:

5

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Magnet Run

EMAIL:

info@atomicrealm.com

Nintendo Switch

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Released

Squabble is a 2D fighting couch multiplayer game for 2 – 4
players. Fight your siblings with whatever you can grab but
choose carefully, every item has a twist – it is a toy with special
powers: pillows explode, water guns can be dangerous, and
beware the homework monster! Become the ultimate winner in
multiple game modes: deathmatch and capture the flag!
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What we’re working on

RandoMine

Bitmap Galaxy
Bitmap Galaxy is an independent game
development studio founded in 2013 and based
in Bratislava, the capital of Slovakia. It was
founded by local industry veterans (Cauldron,
Bohemia Interactive) who wanted to focus on
their own projects.
We strive to make meaningful and amusing
games that avoid any unnecessary realistic
violence.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

STUDIO URL:

www.bitmapgalaxy.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2013

EMPLOYEES:

5

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

YesterMorrow

EMAIL:

info@bitmapgalaxy.com

PC, XBox, PlayStation, Switch
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Beta

Dig, hack and blast your way through randomized caves filled
with gems, monsters and treasure. Create your own tunnels
and shafts to reach ore veins and to unearth hidden chambers.
Use classic platforming mechanics to overcome trap-filled halls
crawling with critters and collect rare artifacts. Visit towns along
the way to upgrade your gear.
RandoMine is a 2D mining platformer with roguelite elements.
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Studios

What we’re working on

Cassagi Entertainment
Cassagi Entertainment is a game development
studio based in Košice, Slovakia. The company
specializes in full-cycle development for the PC
platform. The studio’s members have extensive
expert experience.
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STUDIO URL:

www.cassagi.com

CITY:

Košice

FOUNDED IN:

2021

EMPLOYEES:

4

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Hell Let Loose, Star Wars:
Legion, Train Sim World 2

EMAIL:

info@ageofpyramids.com

Age of Pyramids
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

In development

The Age of Pyramids is a large-scale sandbox city builder and
simulator set in Ancient Egypt. You take on the city governor
and architect’s mantle to build the most incredible city on Earth.
Experience the simulation of this world like never before, and
build unique monuments. Relive authentic life in one of the
most epic civilizations that ever existed. Discover and learn how
much time and what resources it takes to build the cities and
landmarks that defy time. In the Age of Pyramids, the only limit
to achieving your dreams is your imagination.
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What we’re working on

Doublequote Studio
Doublequote Studio is an independent studio
based in Bratislava, Slovakia. Founded in May
2014 by two brothers - Ivan and Martin Kozmon
and generally comprising 3-4 members. The
main focus of the studio is to create visually
distinct game experiences - utilizing the team’s
strengths in 2D graphic design and illustration in combination with a compelling narrative. The
studio’s first game Blood will be Spilled (2019)
received the CEEGA 2019 award for Visual Art
and four Slovak Game Awards 2020, including
Best Visual Design and Game of the Year.
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STUDIO URL:

www.doublequotestudio.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2014

EMPLOYEES:

4

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Blood will be Spilled
(PC, Nintendo Switch)

EMAIL:

hello@doublequotestudio.com

HeistGeist
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, Nintendo Switch
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

In production (coming in 2023)
HeistGeist is a 2D single player story-driven RPG set in a
cyberpunk version of Central Europe in the 2040s. Play as
Alexandra, a doublecrossed street-smart thief on the run after a
job gone bad. Put together a team of specialists, deliver highly
elaborate heists, fight in card-based battles, and hack into the
most secure corporate systems.
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Studios

What we’re working on

Sacred Fire

poetic
poetic is a one-man studio situated in the
heart of Europe, which collaborates with
top international talent on unlocking the
storytelling potential of video games. These
have groundbreaking role-playing game formats
that win the hearts and minds of players around
the world with unprecedented freedom of
choice, immersive design, and synergy between
narrative and gameplay.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

STUDIO URL:

www.poeticstudio.com

CITY:

Banská Bystrica

FOUNDED IN:

2015

EMPLOYEES:

1

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Sacred Fire

EMAIL:

andrej@poeticstudio.com

PC

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Early access

Sacred Fire is a text-based RPG. Create a character and
choose your words, thoughts, and actions as you fight off
a Roman invasion. Use willpower to boost your chances,
outsmart opponents, and gain allies. Steam Reviews described
the game as “absolutely groundbreaking” and “a masterpiece of
its genre”. Players on GoG call the game “a delightful surprise”
and “an RPG with the potential of Disco Elysium”.
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Studios

Pixel Federation
We are a game developer and publisher that
puts players at the heart of everything it does.
Our credo is Players to Players. Creating mobile
games with a difference: game production
involves the community from the ground up.
Team of 300 game enthusiasts, seven free-toplay mobile games on the market, almost
140 million players around the world, offices in
two countries.
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PowerPlay Studio

STUDIO URL:

www.portal.pixelfederation.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2007

EMPLOYEES:

300

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Trainstation 2, Diggys
Adventure, Port City

EMAIL:

job@pixelfederation.com

What we’re working on

Puzzle Adventure
TARGET PLATFORMS:

iOS, Android

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Released

PowerPlay Studio is the biggest independent
video game studio in Slovakia. It focuses on
creating sports games which are played by
millions of players around the world. It is best
known for Biathlon Mania, Ski Jump Mania 3,
and Athletic - the most played.

STUDIO URL:

www.powerplay.studio

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2007

EMPLOYEES:

80

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Winter Sports Mania, Ski Jump
Mania 3, Biathlon Mania

EMAIL:

info@powerplay.studio

What we’re working on

Athletics Mania
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC (Web), iOS, Android
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Released
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Studios

Inlogic Games
Inlogic Games is a development studio that
specializes in Android and HTML5 games for
mobile phones. We distribute our apps through
a global network that reaches 150+ countries
across five continents. We cooperate with more
than 200 companies.
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Blue Brain Games
STUDIO URL:

www.inlogic.sk

CITY:

Košice

FOUNDED IN:

2006

EMPLOYEES:

80

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Football Cup, Football Kicks,
Zombie Hill Racing

EMAIL:

sales@inlogic.sk

What we’re working on

Golf Open Cup
TARGET PLATFORMS:

Mobile

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Released

The time has finally come: become Giacomo
one last time and join Leonardo da Vinci, the
master of both art and science, as his friend
and apprentice. Explore a Renaissance world
full of puzzles, discover secret messages, and
reveal mechanical works.

STUDIO URL:

www.bluebraingames.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2015

EMPLOYEES:

16

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Mysteries of the Past,
The House of Da Vinci 1, 2 & 3

EMAIL:

marketing@bluebraingames.com

What we’re working on

The House of Da Vinci 3
TARGET PLATFORMS:

iOS, Android, PC, Mac, Switch, Kindle
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Launch 7/2022
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Centurion Developments
When Xcom meets the WW2 era. Forgotten
but Unbroken is a tactical turn-based action
game inspired by Xcom and real life heroes and
events. In the game you can meet real WW2
heroes, and fight enemies.

STUDIO URL:

www.centuriondevelopments.sk

CITY:

Nitra

FOUNDED IN:

2020

EMPLOYEES:

10

EMAIL:

info@centuriondevelopments.sk

VIVUGA
What we’re working on

Forgotten but Unbroken
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Alfa
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VIVUGA was founded in 2017 when two
passionate gamers had the goal to create their
games. Since then, we’ve made a long journey
and our little operation has grown into a stable
company that makes successful high-quality
mobile titles.

STUDIO URL:

www.vivuga.com

CITY:

Košice

FOUNDED IN:

2017

EMPLOYEES:

9

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Lottery Scratchers, Coin Pusher
- Vegas, Roulette Billionaire

EMAIL:

support@vivuga.com

What we’re working on

Case Chase
TARGET PLATFORMS:

Google Play, App Store
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Released
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Studios

Impact Games
Impact Games is an innovation platform based
in Bratislava that focuses on game development
and game-based learning. We believe that
games help players develop new skills, and can
contribute to positive social changes.
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Airo Games
STUDIO URL:

www.impactgames.eu

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2019

EMPLOYEES:

8

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Aaron’s Dilemma, follow me,
Cells in Action

EMAIL:

info@impactgames.eu

What we’re working on

PAMOJA: Safe Dawn
TARGET PLATFORMS:

Android, iOS

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Released

LIFE OF DELTA is a point-and-click adventure
game set in a post-apocalyptic Japan. You
play as Delta - a small robot that embarks
on a journey to find his friend. The game has
numerous interactive characters and minigames
to solve.

STUDIO URL:

www.airogames.com

CITY:

Košice

FOUNDED IN:

2018

EMPLOYEES:

8

EMAIL:

samuel.lorincik@gmail.com

What we’re working on

Puzzle Adventure
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, Mac, Nintendo Switch, PlayStation, XBOX
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Beta
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Studios

Fono Labs
Fono Labs is a small game dev studio made up
of VR enthusiasts. Although our debut title Fono
was a 2D platformer, we have since shifted our
focus to virtual reality. We find VR incredibly
exciting and brimming with unexplored
potential.
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Darkvision Games
STUDIO URL:

www.fonolabs.xyz

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2017

EMPLOYEES:

7

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Fono

EMAIL:

info@fonolabs.xyz

What we’re working on

Desert Drifters
TARGET PLATFORMS:

Meta Quest, PCVR

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Pre-alfa

Basically, Mimi and Lisa is a classic 2D point
and click adventure with a strong emphasis
on education puzzles and open minigames,
supporting the sand-box style of play. The main
target group is children aged 6 to 8.

STUDIO URL:

www.darkvisiongames.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2020

EMPLOYEES:

7

EMAIL:

branislav.cibik.cz@gmail.com

What we’re working on

Mimi and Lisa
TARGET PLATFORMS:

Android and iOS (Steam possible)
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Beta final
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Rembrosoft
The name Rembrosoft originates from the
artist Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn. The
famous artist is known for his incredible talent
for catching light and detail as no one before
or since. And just like him, we also take care of
the details.

GARSIUS
STUDIO URL:

www.rembrosoft.com

CITY:

Košice

FOUNDED IN:

2014

EMPLOYEES:

7

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Colonize Prologue

EMAIL:

rembrosoft@gmail.com

What we’re working on

Colonize

TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC

A cinematic story amidst a world in conflict,
which portrays more than mere survival. It is a
quest for the truth and real colors amongst a
gray sea of half-truths and lies.
During intense development at Garsius, the
game has developed a unique style.

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

STUDIO URL:

www.newdarkage.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2006

EMPLOYEES:

6

EMAIL:

Newdarkage@garsius.com

What we’re working on

New Dark Age
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Beta

Early access

GARSIUS
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Studios

Hang The Eyelids
Ceaseless hunger draws you ever closer to
the gates of Foghorn. Devour men and beasts
alike to acquire a wide array of combat abilities.
Through shadows and mold, track down the
fading memories of this bygone kingdom classically styled 2D.

3DIVISION

STUDIO URL:

www.crave-game.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2021

EMPLOYEES:

5

EMAIL:

nekrik@gmail.com

What we’re working on

CRAVE

TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, Other

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

In development
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3DIVISION is a game development company
with offices in Košice, Slovakia with more than
10 years of experience in game development.
Our focus is on development for PC and
consoles.

STUDIO URL:

www.3division.net

CITY:

Košice

FOUNDED IN:

2005

EMPLOYEES:

5

Workers & Resources: Soviet Republic is the

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Air Missions: Hind, Air Conflicts:
Secret Wars, Air Conflicts:
Pacific Carriers

PC

EMAIL:

info@3division.net

Early access

ultimate real-time experience.

What we’re working on

Workers & Resources:
Soviet Republic
TARGET PLATFORMS:

CURRENT GAME STATUS:
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Studios

Lotus Innovations

Leveland Studios

Lotus Innovations is a small indie team that
creates an innovative hacking simulation with
a futuristic atmosphere. Our goal is to look for
opportunities to bring together education and
games in a creative, immersive way.

STUDIO URL:

www.lotusinnovations.eu

CITY:

Trebišov

FOUNDED IN:

2019

EMPLOYEES:

3

World Wide Hack is an MMO.

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

World Wide Hack

EMAIL:

info@lotusinnovations.eu
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What we’re working on

World Wide Hack
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, Linux, Browser

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Early access

Leveland Studios is an indie developer that
mainly focuses on creating complex 3D Open
World FPS games in Unity Engine for PC/
Mac/Linux. We want to improve the gaming
experience towards a higher level in a clear,
funny, and easy to use environment.

STUDIO URL:

www.levelandstudios.com

CITY:

Košice

FOUNDED IN:

2017

EMPLOYEES:

3

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Revengers, LastWolves,
Swampyfish

EMAIL:

info@levelandstudios.com

What we’re working on

Revengers
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, Mac, Linux

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

In development
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Studios

Propulsive Games
A three-person indie studio based in Žilina
with a focus on semi-realistic games, currently
working on Space Reign.
Space Reign is a space-sim and strategy
game featuring fleet combat mixed with the
management of a private space corporation.

EastWorks

STUDIO URL:

www.spacereign.net

CITY:

Žilina

FOUNDED IN:

2021

EMPLOYEES:

3

EMAIL:

propulsivegames@gmail.com

What we’re working on

Space Reign
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC - Windows

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Pre-alpha
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Gray Zone is a tactical strategy game. The
game was developed in the spirit of modern
RTS titles with an emphasis on the audiovisual
and storytelling experience. The game is for all
players who want to enjoy playing games by
using tactics and intelligence.

STUDIO URL:

www.eastworks.eu

CITY:

Košice

FOUNDED IN:

2010

EMPLOYEES:

3

EMAIL:

eastworks@eastworks.eu

What we’re working on

Gray Zone
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Early access
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Old B1ood
We’re a small independent game studio (two
brothers ) with a focus on nature and wildlife.
Feed and Grow: Fish is our first and so far only
published game.
Feed and Grow: Fish is an underwater simulator
where you get to experience what it takes to
hatch.

straka.studio
STUDIO URL:

www.feedandgrow.net

CITY:

Poprad

FOUNDED IN:

2016

EMPLOYEES:

3

EMAIL:

info@feedandgrow.fish

What we’re working on

Feed and Grow: Fish
TARGET PLATFORMS:

Windows

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Early access
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Explore procedurally generated labyrinths in
this challenging, narrative-rich roguelike master
deep combat. Slide blocks of ancient ruins.
Defeat bestial abominations. Loot, level up,
strategize, fight, die and wake up anew. Unlock
the secrets!

STUDIO URL:

www.straka.studio

CITY:

Nová Dubnica

FOUNDED IN:

2020

EMPLOYEES:

3

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Euclidean Lands, Euclidean
Skies

EMAIL:

info@straka.studio

What we’re working on

Loot River
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, Xbox

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Released
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Eldritch Pixels
Tendril: Echo Received is a stealth action
reverse horror inspired by Ridley Scott’s Alien.
Become a blood-thirsty spawn of hell to hunt
down everyone who dares to cross your path.
Enjoy absolute freedom of movement stranded
on a mining station.

Boris Kudlač
STUDIO URL:

www.eldritchpixels.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2017

EMPLOYEES:

2

EMAIL:

info@eldritchpixels.com

What we’re working on

Tendril: Echo Received
TARGET PLATFORMS:

Windows, Linux, MacOS
CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Pre-alpha
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Near the Fear is a roguelite racing game set in
the surreal world of the human subconscious.
How you play the game shapes the world
around you. Players overcome increasingly
difficult challenges on procedurally generated
tracks, where every input counts.

STUDIO URL:

www.nearthefear.com

CITY:

Šaľa/Brno

FOUNDED IN:

2018

EMPLOYEES:

2

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Tower of Truth

EMAIL:

kudlac.boris@gmail.com

What we’re working on

Near the Fear
TARGET PLATFORMS:

Steam

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Pre-early access
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Nanopike
Nanopike is an independent game development
studio based in Košice, Slovakia. We are a
creative team dedicated to fulfilling its dream
and bringing interesting games and fun to the
game scene. Our Galaxy Highways game is a
top-down space shooter.

Hoglet Interactive
STUDIO URL:

www.nanopike.com

CITY:

Košice

FOUNDED IN:

2021

EMPLOYEES:

2

EMAIL:

nanopike.studio@gmail.com

What we’re working on

Galaxy Highways
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, Consoles

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

In development
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Let’s step into the exciting universe of RollCats,
the Intergalactic Motocat Championship!
In our upcoming racing game you control huge
robotic cats that roll on massive wheels.
Drive them to victory by traveling across the
galaxy.

STUDIO URL:

www.hoglet.net

CITY:

Horné Saliby

FOUNDED IN:

2019

EMPLOYEES:

1

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

River Strike, Pinball Invaders,
Neonoid

EMAIL:

hoglet.interactive@gmail.com

What we’re working on

RollCats

TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, Consoles

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Vertical slice
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Cybernautic
Jester’s Quest is a fairy tale metroidvania
platformer with some RPG elements. Using UE4
and some of its effects in symbiosis with classic
pixel art, navigate little jester in an open world
map to more than 50 levels, solve puzzles, and
fight enemies.

Black Deer Games
STUDIO URL:

www.cybernautic.eu/jq/

CITY:

Trnava

FOUNDED IN:

2015

EMPLOYEES:

1

EMAIL:

cybernautic1@gmail.com

What we’re working on

Jester’s Quest
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Alpha
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Juro Janosik is an action adventure about a
Slovak legendary hero. You’ll take an adventure
across Slovakia, explore castles, solve puzzles,
rob Pandurs, liberate prisoners, steal from the
rich and give to the poor.

STUDIO URL:

www.blackdeergames.com

CITY:

Prešov

FOUNDED IN:

2015

EMPLOYEES:

1

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Juro Janosik, The Legend of
Janosik, Doodle Adventures

EMAIL:

peter.jurkovsky@gmail.com

What we’re working on

Juro Janosik
TARGET PLATFORMS:

Steam

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Released on Oct 2021
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Bartoš Studio
At Bartoš Studio we’re always aiming to create
something new, experimental, and a little bit
offbeat.
Ur Game: The Game of Ancient Gods: is a recreation of The Royal Game of Ur, an ancient
game over 4,500 years old.
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Sekip Games
STUDIO URL:

www.bartos-studio.com

CITY:

Trnava

FOUNDED IN:

2017

EMPLOYEES:

1

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Ur Game: The Game of Ancient
Gods, HRDINA

EMAIL:

info@bartos-studio.com

What we’re working on

Ur Game: The Game of
Ancient Gods
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Released

Sekip Games is the studio of independent
developer and technology enthusiast Peter
Sekera, who creates mostly mobile games.
For the last four years he has been collaborating
on the development of educational games for
children and games to support marketing.

What we’re working on

King Arthur: Magic
Sword; Vegetables
Sharks AR; Slovakia Up

STUDIO URL:

www.sekipgames.com

CITY:

Trnava

FOUNDED IN:

2014

EMPLOYEES:

1

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

King Arthur: Magic Sword,
Vegetables Sharks AR, Slovakia
Up

Mobile

EMAIL:

sekip.games@gmail.com

Released

TARGET PLATFORMS:

CURRENT GAME STATUS:
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Bored Monkey

Ondrej Angelovič

Bored Monkey is a small studio that was
established with the aim to create educational
and social impact games and playful solutions,
and to provide consulting in art direction and
educational game design.

STUDIO URL:

www.garbagegobblers.sk

CITY:

Štefanová

FOUNDED IN:

2017

EMPLOYEES:

1

Garbage Gobblers is an educational game

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Garbage Gobblers

EMAIL:

zacharovska@gmail.com

which helps children.
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What we’re working on

Garbage Gobblers
TARGET PLATFORMS:

Android

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Released

ARTIFICIAL is a first-person physics-based
puzzle platformer situated on the underground
colony of asteroid 2031 XT.

STUDIO URL:

www.ondrejangelovic.
wordpress.com

CITY:

Prešov

It goes without saying that something in the
colony went terribly wrong. You as a player will
be thrown right into the midst of events.

FOUNDED IN:

2017

EMPLOYEES:

1

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

The Flood, City Climber

EMAIL:

ondrej.angelovic@gmail.com

What we’re working on

ARTIFICIAL
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC (Win)

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

In development
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TEDI Games Game Development
TEDI Games is a group of independent game
creators that was founded in 2015 by IT and
game enthusiasts from the University of Ss.
Cyril and Methodius. Our goal is to create
games while gaining experience and having fun,
and we regularly attend game jam events.
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STUDIO URL:

www.tedigames.sk

CITY:

Trnava

FOUNDED IN:

2015

EMPLOYEES:

0

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Flip.coin, Naughty Nudist
Heroes, UniCon

EMAIL:

studio@tedigames.sk

What we’re working on

Unspecified
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, Mobile, Web

CURRENT GAME STATUS:

Various states

Studios

ARTillery
ARTillery is a small indie game development
studio based in Bratislava, Slovakia with over
20 years’ experience. We have worked on titles
such as Chameleon (code, environment art),
Chaser (code and character design), Fever
Frenzy (art), Keep Cool in Sunshine City (code
and art), and Mafia 3 (concept art). We have
also created and released Strategy/RPG game
Nibora and the point-and-click adventure game
Catie in Meowmeowland. Now we’re working
on the turn-based strategy game Rogue
General.

STUDIO URL:

www.artillery.sk

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2004

EMPLOYEES:

2

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Catie in Meowmeowland,
Niborea, Keep Cool in Sunshine
City

PC

EMAIL:

contact@artillery.sk

Alfa

What we’re working on

Rogue General
TARGET PLATFORMS:

CURRENT GAME STATUS:
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for news and updates
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Outsourcing

SuperScale
Growth platform for games
& blockchain apps
SuperScale is the only growth platform that
can deliver extra double-digit growth for
leading mobile and web3 gaming companies.
Our proprietary full-funnel AI technology and
expertise enables us to help our partners - such
as EA, Big Fish Games, Google, and LEGO to analyze, optimize, and scale the business
performance of their flagship titles to the levels
that their products deserve.

Analyze
TARGET PLATFORMS:

Mobile, Blockchain

SERVICES DESCRIPTION:

We are passionate gamers at heart. We believe that the
key to a game reaching its maximum business potential
is understanding and personalizing a player’s journey, so
that it caters to an individual’s requirements and needs.

Potential

STUDIO URL:

www.superscale.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2015

EMPLOYEES:

60

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Top-grossing titles from leading
mobile and web3 publishers
such as EA, BigFish Games,
and many more

EMAIL:

contact-us@superscale.com

Understand ROAS
in post - IDFA and Web3 world

Growth Loop
AI / ML Engine

LTV

Improve LTV of your
players by providing
optimal & personalized
journey for each player

Scale

Playerbase

Monthly Net Revenue

+79% revenue uplift
extra $1.54M revenue

Leverage media mix that fix
post - IDFA and Web3 world

Impact
Baseline

1st Year
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Optimize

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

Analyze

Scale

Understanding unrealized business
potential of a game

Scaling games and blockchain apps
to its maximum potential

Holistic full-funnel analysis
of a game on top of our Analyze
data platform

Apply data-driven marketing mix
for gaming and blockchian audiences

Quantify performance at each step

Growth through organic & paid UA

Optimize
Improving player LTV
Conversion improvements at every
step of the funnel thanks
to our Optimize AI platform
Scientifically iterative full performance
73
without siloed bias

Outsourcing

Cassa Game Industry
Game Outsourcing Studio
The company specializes in comprehensive
project development, AAA art production,
and game development for PC and mobile
platforms. Everything needed from your game
development partner that enables you to
focus on your core business: from planning
and managing work through game design
documentation and defining art style, to
implementing production and post-release
support. Cassagi can cover everything or just
jump on the moving train to supplement a
production team.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, Mobile, VR

STUDIO URL:

www.cassagi.com

CITY:

Košice

FOUNDED IN:

2017

EMPLOYEES:

15

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Hell Let Loose, Star Wars
Legion, Train Sim World 2

EMAIL:

info@cassagi.com
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Outsourcing

Grand Beats Production
Game Audio
Grand Beats Production is a game audio
production studio based in Tomášov (Slovakia)
that provides comprehensive game audio
services: interactive music, sound design,
voiceover recording, audio implementation,
optimisation, and porting for various video
game projects.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

STUDIO URL:

www.grandbeats.com

CITY:

Tomášov

Wwise, FMOD, Unity3D, Unreal Engine

FOUNDED IN:

2017

SERVICES DESCRIPTION:

EMPLOYEES:

8

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Mafia: Definitive Edition,
Meteoric VR, Smashing Four

EMAIL:

info@grandbeats.sk

PC, Consoles, Mobile, VR, Browser
TECHNOLOGIES:

The studio works with game developers to create
effective solutions that are natural, immersive, and allow
players to traverse through vast and unique worlds

developed by game designers. The studio’s expertise
in 3D sound, audio scripting, interactive sound, trailer
music, and other features adds additional layers of depth
to projects.
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Outsourcing

Atomontage Slovakia
Scalable 3D and streaming tech
development

TARGET PLATFORMS:

Although US-based, our core tech team is
located in the pulsating heart of Bratislava
(Slovakia) where our growing group of talented
engineers are transforming groundbreaking
prototypes into world-changing products for
the entertainment, educational, and enterprise
sectors.
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STUDIO URL:

www.atomontage.com

CITY:

Bratislava

Inhouse 3D and streaming technology, Cloud

FOUNDED IN:

2017

SERVICES DESCRIPTION:

EMPLOYEES:

8

EMAIL:

jobs@atomontage.com

PC, Mobile, Web Browsers, VR
TECHNOLOGIES:

Atomontage produces volumetric real-time simulation
and graphics software solutions for the enterprise,
education, and entertainment sectors. Our mission is
to enable anyone to create and share value through
interactive 3D content.
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Outsourcing

Fatbot Games
Game Development, Porting, Game Design,
Prototyping, Concept Art

TARGET PLATFORMS:

Fatbot Games is a Slovakia-based indie
company founded by two industry veterans:
Tibor Repta and Matej Zajačik. The company
started with a secure investment and is now
self-sustaining. Fatbot Games believes in
accessible and polished games with strong
storylines and high production value in both
visuals and gameplay.
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STUDIO URL:

www.fatbot-games.com

CITY:

Bratislava

Unity Game Engine

FOUNDED IN:

2015

SERVICES DESCRIPTION:

EMPLOYEES:

6

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Vaporum
Vaporum: Lockdown

EMAIL:

info@fatbot-games.com

PC, Mac, Linux, Switch, PlayStation, Xbox
TECHNOLOGIES:

Fatbot Games can deliver a game product in any
development stage, from prototype to release version for
both the desktop and console platforms. Apart from the
development itself, we can also produce detailed game
design documentation based on a customer’s ideas and
suggestions, along with an art direction document filled
with concept art and illustration.
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Outsourcing

Incidental Minds
Engaging, yet meaningful games
We are Incidental Minds, an enthusiastic and
ambitious independent game dev studio from
Bratislava. We aim to create engaging yet
meaningful experiences - based on thoughtprovoking and impactful topics in a sociallyresponsible way. We work equally on our own
games as well as games in cooperation with
partners and for clients. Our domains are storybased, strategic, and simulation games.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, Consoles, Mobile, AR, VR
TECHNOLOGIES:

Unity, Unreal, Photoshop, Illustrator, Blender,
Substance 3D
SERVICES DESCRIPTION:

We offer a solution for any communication request.
Using the power of incidental learning, we create unique

games that serve as a medium to convey even the most
difficult topics, issues, and messages straight to a target
audience.

STUDIO URL:

www.incidentalminds.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2018

EMPLOYEES:

6

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Lebo Mädveď App, House
Them All!, Off Stage

EMAIL:

b.brncal@incidentalminds.com
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Outsourcing

Atomic Realm
Mobile game development, 2D asset
creation, Nintendo Switch porting
Atomic Realm helps to develop mobile games
that are played by hundreds of thousands of
players around the world every month. We
started out as an indie game studio in 2019.
After releasing a couple of our in-house titles
(mobile and for Nintendo Switch), we then
applied our technical skills, experience, and
tools to offer our services to other game
development studios and publishers.
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TARGET PLATFORMS:

Android, iOS, Nintendo Switch
TECHNOLOGIES:

Unity, Shader Graph, Nintendo SDK, FMOD for
Unity, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Premiere Pro,
Adobe After Effects, Aseprite, Figma
SERVICES DESCRIPTION:

Our mobile development services cover everything that
a successful Android or iOS game needs: new features,
SDK integrations, and support for games in production.
Asset creation: https://atomicrealm.itch.io.

STUDIO URL:

www.atomicrealm.com

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2019

EMPLOYEES:

5

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Magnet Run, Squabble

EMAIL:

info@atomicrealm.com
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Outsourcing

Grindstone
Game production and publishing company
Grindstone is a game production and publishing
company that discovers new talent, unlocks
its potential, and delivers commercially
viable games to global markets. Grindstone
builds upon 15+ years of experience in game
development by combining deep production
pipeline expertise with f2p segment data-driven
methods. Grindstone also supports the growth
of Slovakia’s gaming ecosystem by powering
the game developers’ regional platform (Game
Dev Košice) and organizing an international
games conference - Game Days.
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STUDIO URL:

www.grindstone.sk

CITY:

Košice

Unity, Unreal Engine, Adobe Creative Cloud

FOUNDED IN:

2015

SERVICES DESCRIPTION:

EMPLOYEES:

5

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Die by the Blade, Hellmut: The
Badass from Hell, Underflow

EMAIL:

grindstone@grindstone.sk

TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, PlayStation, Xbox, Nintendo Switch
TECHNOLOGIES:

Building on our game developer’s experience, we know
what game developers face. We’re here to build up
opportunities and support them in any area they might
need - from funding a promising project idea, through
resources sharing and production guidance, to go-tomarket execution.
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Outsourcing

lancaric.me
User Acquisition
Nine+ years of experience as an UA consultant
& director of user acquisition for multiple
companies. I develop multi-channel acquisition
strategies and marketing campaigns that
are designed to drive overall growth for our
partners. I have been helping several talented
developers across the globe with multi-channel
user acquisition strategies, soft launch and
global launch planning, and general marketing/
business advisory.
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STUDIO URL:

www.lancaric.me

CITY:

Bratislava

Facebook, Google, Unity, etc.

FOUNDED IN:

2014

SERVICES DESCRIPTION:

EMPLOYEES:

3

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Angry Birds 2, Merge Mayor,
Goat Simulator

EMAIL:

matej@lancaric.me

TARGET PLATFORMS:

Android, iOS, Amazon, Samsung, Huawei
TECHNOLOGIES:

- Training & mentoring of user acquisition teams
- Setup of marketing creative process for game

developers
- Development of strategic, multi-million dollar
sustained user acquisition campaigns, driving
continued high-quality volume to mobile games,
optimized to return on ad spend
- Soft launch & global launch strategy & planning
of your games.
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Outsourcing

Outsourcing

STUDIO 727
Digital assets creation
We’re experts at producing outstanding 3D
digital assets for clients in the global gaming
industry, movies, TV, VR, and AR.

Noise Artillery
TARGET PLATFORMS:

All platforms

TECHNOLOGIES:

MRMC, CR, Houdini, Maya, FBS, Photogrammetry,
UNITY Unreal Engine
SERVICES DESCRIPTION:

We provide the full service: from sourcing to post-

production. Our photogrammetry scanning includes
working with drones.
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STUDIO URL:

www.727.sk

Digital asset creation, trailers, 3D animation

CITY:

Bratislava

Noise Artillery is a game outsourcing and postproduction company with a focus on feature
films and games. We have been honored to
work on many game projects: Mafia 3, Euro/
American Truck Simulator, Assassin’s Creed
Online: Alliance, Heroes Arena, and Tom Clancy.

FOUNDED IN:

1997

EMPLOYEES:

27

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

VR4D.com, currently - B2B
partnership

EMAIL:

studio@727.sk

TARGET PLATFORMS:

Platform agnostic
TECHNOLOGIES:

Xsens motion capture suits and software, virtual
production studio with realtime-tracked camera
and LED wall

STUDIO URL:

www.noiseartillery.sk

CITY:

Bratislava

FOUNDED IN:

2014

EMPLOYEES:

31

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Mafia 3, Euro Truck Simulator
2, Trainstation 2

EMAIL:

info@noiseartillery.sk
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Outsourcing

Outsourcing

Blue Faces
Animation & Motion Capture Services
BLUE FACES is a VFX post-production
company that focuses on commercials, feature
films and games. You can find our animation
work in many projects such as a NBA 2k
franchise, Die by the Blade, and Shadows:
Awakening, the best inertial motion capture.
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GiM Studio
TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC

TECHNOLOGIES:

Maya, Unreal, Unity, Houdini

STUDIO URL:

www.blue-faces.com

Digital assets, fur plugin for UE

CITY:

Bratislava

We’re a small Bratislava-based independent
studio, established in 2015 by two excolleagues from the Cauldron game
development studio.

FOUNDED IN:

2010

EMPLOYEES:

10

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

Die by the Blade, Shadows:
Awakening , NBA 2k

EMAIL:

info@blue-faces.com

STUDIO URL:

www.gim.studio

CITY:

Bratislava

Digital asset creation, fur simulation plugin

FOUNDED IN:

2015

SERVICES DESCRIPTION:

EMPLOYEES:

2

SELECTED
PUBLISHED
TITLES:

FIGURAMA, CRYME, Sense-A

EMAIL:

grindstone@grindstone.sk

TARGET PLATFORMS:

PC, mobile, console
TECHNOLOGIES:

Our over 15 years of game industry experience enables
us to offer high-quality digital production such as 3D

assets, characters, animations, virtual environments,
and whole games. We also have experience with various
commercial and in-house engines.
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Education

Outsourcing

Retry Games
3D assets creation
Retry games is an outsourcing studio located
in Bratislava. Our team comprises people with
four years of experience in freelancing, which
enables us to provide high-quality game asset
production.

TARGET PLATFORMS:

All platforms

TECHNOLOGIES:

Substance painter/designer, Zbrush, Blender,
Photoshop, Topogun, Unreal Engine 4

Hemisféra������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 96

STUDIO URL:

www.retrygames.store

CITY:

Bratislava

Academy of Fine Arts and Design Bratislava���������������������������������������� 100

FOUNDED IN:

2019

Academy of Performing Arts Bratislava������������������������������������������������ 101

EMPLOYEES:

1

Comenius University in Bratislava��������������������������������������������������������� 102

EMAIL:

info@retrygames.store

Game Development and Design������������������������������������������������������������� 98

Department of Visual Effects����������������������������������������������������������������� 103
Digital Games Department at FMK UCM in Trnava������������������������������� 104
Private Vocational School Postupimská������������������������������������������������ 105
Secondary Technical School����������������������������������������������������������������� 106
Vocational Art School, Košice��������������������������������������������������������������� 107
Vocational Art School Jakobyho 15, Košice����������������������������������������� 108
Impact Games��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 109
EDIX������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 110
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Education

Hemisféra
Hemisféra is an organization that has been
providing comprehensive education in game
development for six years. Hemisféra runs
several projects and educates students from
the age of seven.
Hemisféra offers diverse game development

education activities: summer camps for kids
(7 to 17 years old), a video game development
course for kids (8 to 15 years old), and an
educational programme in digital game
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development for young people aged 1528 who want the skills to enter the game
development industry. Hemisféra is also an
organisator of Summer Game Dev that focused
on moderately experienced and advanced
developers, mainly high-school and university
students. All projects cooperate with highlyexperienced instructors from the gamedev
industry.

WEB:

www.hemisfera.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Bratislava, Banská Bystrica,
Žilina, Trnava, Pezinok, Online

SCHOOL /
FACULTY /
DEPARTMENT

GameCraft, GameCamp,
TechArt Camp, LevelUp,
Summer Game Dev

CONTACT:

info@hemisfera.sk
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Education

Game Development and Design
Game Development and Design is a course
being taught at two universities simultaneously
- at the Faculty of Mathematics, Physics
and Informatics of Comenius University in
Bratislava, and at the Faculty of Informatics and
Information Technology of Slovak University of
Technology in Bratislava.

game engines work and also teaches students
the basics of game design. Students are graded
based on a semestral project - prepared design
documentation, a functioning prototype made
in Unity, and a YouTube video highlighting
gameplay.

WEB:

www-gamedev.flamingchain.com

BASED IN CITY:

Bratislava

SCHOOL /
FACULTY /
DEPARTMENT

Faculty of Mathematics, Physics
and Informatics, Faculty of
Informatics and Information
Technology

CONTACT:

michalferko1@gmail.com

The course is aimed primarily at programming
games in Unity, and offers a wider look at how
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Education

Academy of Fine Arts and Design Bratislava
The Academy of Fine Arts and Design in
Bratislava is an autonomous public institution
that performs creative, artistic, educational,
scientific, research, development, and cultural
activities. Educational activities are based
on contemporary art, scientific knowledge,
and technical background for a wide range of
artistic activities. AFAD educational activities
are in close connection with the artistic creation
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and research activities of AFAD pedagogues,
research employees, and students, who
are in everyday touch with recent related
developments.

WEB:

www.medialab.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Bratislava

SCHOOL /
FACULTY /
DEPARTMENT

Visual Communication

CONTACT:

medialabsk@gmail.com

Education

Academy of Performing Arts Bratislava
The GAME DESIGN study program is fulltime at FTF VŠMU. The study aims to award
a university professional qualification in game
design. It is about developing talent, abilities,
and skills in using current practices in the
gaming industry in Slovakia and globally.
Emphasis is placed on mastering the practical
skills of working with game programs, media
aesthetics, and emerging procedures for telling

game stories with an emphasis on the future
penetration of the game industry into the film
industry.

WEB:

www.avfx.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Bratislava

SCHOOL /
FACULTY /
DEPARTMENT

Visual Effects / Game Design
studies

CONTACT:

gasparcova@vsmu.sk
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Education

Education

Comenius University in Bratislava
Software localization courses are designed to
walk students through various stages of the
localization process: translation, proofreading,
QA, terminology work, style guide usage,
and teamwork. The courses focus on specific
theoretical and practical problems that can
arise during localization (e.g. variables, lack
of context, localization vs. translation). The
courses focus on the localization of software,
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video games, and websites. Students can
select localization courses during their master
studies in philology with a focus on translation
and interpreting.

Department of Visual Effects

WEB:

www.fphil.uniba.sk/kaa/

BASED IN CITY:

Bratislava

SCHOOL /
FACULTY /
DEPARTMENT

Department of British and
American Studies at the
Faculty of Arts

CONTACT:

marian.kabat@uniba.sk

The Visual Effects study plan is one of the
11 study programs at the Film and Television
Faculty of the Academy of Performing Arts
in Bratislava. It allows the study of film visual
effects at all three university levels of education.
The study is based on a number of professional
exercises, which from the first to the last year
of study document the professional growth of
students.

WEB:

www.avfx.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Bratislava

SCHOOL /
FACULTY /
DEPARTMENT

Film and Television Faculty,
Academy of Performing Arts,
Bratislava

CONTACT:

gasparcova@vsmu.sk
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Education

Digital Games Department at FMK UCM in
Trnava
The Digital Games program aims to reflect
trends in interactive digital media formats and
helps students understand how and why people
play games, while preparing them to work in
and outside the games field. The topics and
courses are in three categories: Creation and
Development, Distribution and Consumption,
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Research and Reflection. Students are also
involved in a wide range of co-curricular
activities, such as organizing events (UniCon),
making games in TEDI Games Studio,
participating in the e-sports organization TEDI
Bears, and the streaming channel TEDI Watch.

WEB:

www.fmk.sk/tedi

BASED IN CITY:

Trnava

SCHOOL /
FACULTY /
DEPARTMENT

Faculty of Mass Media
Communication, University of
Ss. Cyril and Methodius

CONTACT:

tedi@fmk.sk

Education

Private Vocational School Postupimská
Our special professional curriculum is a
dynamic system that focuses on the practical
creation of digital animation, visual effects,
photo & video, graphics design, web design
(advertising), drawing, VR visualization of
interior/environment, 3D modeling and
sculpting, 3D painting and texturing assets for
the game industry. In the theoretical field, we
concentrate on the history of art and design.

WEB:

www.ssoske.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Postupimská 39, Košice

SCHOOL /
FACULTY /
DEPARTMENT

Department: Graphics of
Digital Media, Graphic and
Interior Design, founded on
2011, 4/2-year study

CONTACT:

ssos.kosice@gmail.com
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Education

Education

Secondary Technical School
Studying at SPŠE Hálova is an excellent
choice for those interested in quality high
school studies in information technology and
electrical engineering. SPŠE Hálova has a
modern building with above-standard technical
equipment for theoretical and practical
education in 4-year study fields of 2567 M
multimedia and 2573 M programming of digital
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technologies. Successful graduates complete
their studies with a school-leaving examination.

Vocational Art School, Košice
WEB:

www.spsehalova.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Bratislava, Hálova 16

CONTACT:

skola@spsehalova.sk

The 4-year study of Digital Painting – Concept
Art completed with a school-leaving exam
is designed for students interested in digital
painting and illustration, 2d/3d animation, 3D
modeling, UX design, game creation: character
and environment design for computer art and
games. Students learn traditional and digital
drawing and painting skills, based on a solid
knowledge of artistic expression.

The curriculum of each grade reflects the
requirements of current trends and labor market
requirements.

WEB:

www.supke.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Košice

SCHOOL /
FACULTY /
DEPARTMENT

Digital Painting – Concept Art

CONTACT:

supke@supke.sk
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Education

Vocational Art School Jakobyho 15, Košice
Digital Painting – Concept Art/Animation Art/
Design of Digital Application. There are 11 art
departments at the VAS. All study programs are
4 years long, and completed with a practical
and theoretical maturity exam. The DPCA
provides skills and knowledge in traditional and
digital painting and sculpting techniques, 2D/3D
animation, environment and character design,
3D modeling, and UX design. The AA provides
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skills and knowledge in traditional and digital
animation, character design, and 3D modeling.
The DDA provides skills and knowledge in web
and app design, UI, and UX design.

WEB:

www.supke.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Košice

SCHOOL /
FACULTY /
DEPARTMENT

Digital Painting – Concept Art/
Animation Art/ Design of Digital
Application.

CONTACT:

supke@supke.sk, ilustracie@
supke.sk

Education

Impact Games
Impact Games is an innovation platform for
using games and gamification to achieve
positive social impact. Our main focus area is
education. We develop, produce, and distribute
our own as well as third party educational
games to elementary and high schools in
Slovakia and beyond. Our flagship education
product is www.gamifactory.eu. Gamifactory
offers games, methodical guidelines, training,

and workshops all in one place for teachers,
parents, and anyone interested in game-based
learning and gamification. In 2022, Gamifactory
received a prestigious SozialMarie Prize for
social innovation.

WEB:

www.gamifactory.eu

BASED IN CITY:

Bratislava

SCHOOL /
FACULTY /
DEPARTMENT

n/a

CONTACT:

gamifactory@impactgames.eu
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Events

Education

EDIX
EDIX is a game studio with a focus on
educational content and games. The last nine
years included work on educational games such
as: Robot Emil 3, Robot Emil 4, Výlety šaša
Tomáša, etc. which are well known in Slovakia
and the Czech Republic. We can say that “our
dreams have come true“. Our aim is to produce
meaningful edu games. With hundreds of hours
testing our products in schools, we have good

know-how and feeling for developing edu
software which have a purpose and target the
right audience.

Game Days Košice�������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 112

WEB:

www.edix.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Bratislava

Bratislava Game Jam���������������������������������������������������������������������������� 114

CONTACT:

contact@edix.sk

Game Developer Meetups Bratislava���������������������������������������������������� 115

Arcade Watch���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 113
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Game Days Košice
Game Days is an international Slovak video
game festival and conference held in Slovakia.
It aims to pass on the valuable experience
of key foreign and domestic creators in
progressive video game creation to professional
and lay audiences. The intention is to positively
influence public opinion about games, to
provide invaluable information about the
process of creating the most exceptional
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contemporary works in this field, and to create
a space for regular meetings or the formation of
new professional relationships.

Arcade Watch
WEB:

www.gamedays.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Košice, Online

PERIODICITY

annually

DATES

November

CONTACT:

hello@gamedays.sk

Arcade Watch connects online and offline
communities of Slovak video game lovers
through local events such as KRITIKAL
- a one day festival presenting local and
sustainable video games, as well as Level
Majstrov - a regular series of small indie games
tournaments.

and other interesting figures that cover the
whole spectrum of video games, and support
a thriving community of game fans on their
Discord channel.

WEB:

www.youtube.com/c/ArcadeWatch

BASED IN CITY:

Bratislava

CONTACT:

arcade.watch@gmail.com

Arcade Watch members also make podcasts,
interviews, and streams with local developers
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Bratislava Game Jam
Bratislava Game Jam is a competition for
programmers, script writers, graphics,
philosophers, and illustrators. Participants are
challenged to create a video game prototype in
just 40 hours. This creative platform is targeted
at individuals as well as interdisciplinary
teams, and gives them a unique opportunity
to experiment with bold game design and
showcase their skills.
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Game Developer Meetups Bratislava
WEB:

www.bratislavagamejam.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Bratislava

PERIODICITY

Annually

DATES

October

CONTACT:

hello@bratislavagamejam.sk

Community meetings where digital game
developers showcase their work. These
meetups aim to support the exchange
of useful know-how, and encourage
meaningful networking within the Slovak
game development community. This creative
industry thrives on a compact and collaborative
community, and meetups represent an ideal
platform for its cultivation.

WEB:

www.sgda.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Bratislava

PERIODICITY

Bi-monthly

CONTACT:

hello@sgda.sk
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Game Developer Meetups Košice
Community meetings where digital game
developers showcase their work. These
meetups aim to support the exchange
of useful know-how, and encourage
meaningful networking within the Slovak
game development community. This creative
industry thrives on a compact and collaborative
community, and meetups represent an ideal
platform for its cultivation.
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Gamefair Košice

WEB:

www.gamedevkosice.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Košice

CONTACT:

grindstone@grindstone.sk

Gamefair is a gaming-technology festival right in
Košice. It is where fans of e-sports, technology,
IT, various latest gadgets and the general public
meet. Visitors will find tournaments in computer,
mobile, and console games, as well as gaming
attractions such as virtual reality and a gaming
zone. We also have several workshops and
discussions about e-sports, cybersecurity, IT,
technology, etc.

WEB:

www.21games.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Košice

PERIODICITY

annualy

DATES

November

CONTACT:

samuel.parlagi@21games.sk
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Gamescrunch Conference
Gamescrunch is an international games and
gaming technology conference held in Košice,
Slovakia. The event connects developers
and the public to spread the idea of game
development throughout the gaming and
non-gaming community, and delivers a truly
memorable experience. Visitors can discover
the games industry, and the history and future
of games through conferences, workshops,
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interactive expositions, etc. We also offer free
access for indie developers to showcase their
games online and live. Everyone can attend
and be part of the amazing and growing
Gamescrunch community.

Orange Slovak E-sports Championship
WEB:

www.games-crunch.com

BASED IN CITY:

Košice

PERIODICITY

annually

DATES

April

CONTACT:

info@games-crunch.com

Orange MSR is the 6th national e-sport
championship, this year held at Agrokomplex
Nitra alongside Autosalon - Autoshow Nitra
2021. This biggest e-sport offline event will
begin on 7 October. Over140,000 onsite visitors
can watch the best Slovak and Czech teams
and players compete for the official national
Champion title in four popular e-sport titles.
Orange MSR brings you the biggest e-sport

competition in Slovakia and a great gaming
festival with an interesting program, attractions,
and guests.

WEB:

yzone.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Nitra

PERIODICITY

Annually

DATES

October

CONTACT:

info@ygames.sk
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SECTOR.sk Game Salon
Game Salon is the game-development segment
of the international festivals AnimeSHOW and
Comics Salon, organized by the SECTOR.
sk game website . Over three days the salon
focuses on game developers from Slovakia and
abroad, various hardware trends, history, and
issues such as e-sport - so everything related to
games and the gaming community.
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The Global Game Jam
WEB:

www.gamesalon.sk

BASED IN CITY:

Trnava

PERIODICITY

Twice per year

DATES

June

CONTACT:

sector@sector.sk

The Global Game Jam® (GGJ) is the world’s
largest game jam event - since 2018 Slovakia
has joined 113 countries where GGJ is
physically held. All are welcome - game
development pros, newbies, and enthusiasts.

WEB:

www.globalgamejam.org

BASED IN CITY:

Trnava

PERIODICITY

Annually

CONTACT:

info@godot.sk
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Trnava Game Jam
The event is usually held during or shortly
before the summer in Trnava. Participants have
48 hours for game development, and the jam is
accompanied by workshops and mentors from
game development companies.
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UniCon
WEB:

fb.com/godotsk

BASED IN CITY:

Trnava

PERIODICITY

Annually

CONTACT:

info@godot.sk

UniCon is a festival of games, gamers, and
gaming that was first held in 2016. During the
covid era, Unicon became a digital LARP event
where participants were engaged in themed
environments. During the two days, participants
cooperate within a game to finish it. All the
activities are gamified, and for completing
various quests the visitors receive coins that
can be used to win attractive prizes. Every year

the festival has a topic related to pop culture,
such as Nordic Mythology, the Wild West, etc.

WEB:

www.unicon.lol

BASED IN CITY:

Trnava

PERIODICITY

Annually

CONTACT:

www.unicon.lol
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Advertise current
vacancies in Slovak
companies and job
search via our game
developer jobs board

www.sgda.sk/jobs
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Slovak Arts Council: Public
Funding for Digital Games in
Slovakia
The gaming industry is a key financial driver
in developed economies - and Slovakia
naturally wishes to keep pace with this
positive trend. The Slovak Arts Council
contributes by supporting the creation of
digital games, helping initiate business
activities by harnessing game designers’
creative and artistic potential, and raising
the sector’s profile.
The Slovak Arts Council is a self-governing
public institution that supports art activities,
culture, and the creative industry - its main aim
is ‘live’ arts and culture with a particular focus
on diversity of output. The Council’s funding
replaced a substantial part of the Ministry
of Culture of the Slovak Republic’s former
grant system, and is independent of state
administration. The Council provides grants
for the creation, production, distribution, and
presentation of art; support for international
cooperation; educational programmes in art,

culture and the creative industry; and grants for
individuals who contribute to the development
of arts and culture creatively or academically.
The Slovak Arts Council’s support for gaming
and non-gaming multimedia work began in
2017. Digital games developers applied for nonrepayable grants at various stages of the digital
game creation process. Grants from a pool of
EUR 400,000 were available for all projects in
2022. The Slovak Arts Council supports digital
game creation in three consecutive phases with a one-year deadline for each respective
phase.
At the development and production stage, the
Council can finance costs up to 95% of total
project budgets. The remaining minimum 5%
corresponds to the mandatory co-financing an
applicant must alternatively source. Individual
phases include creative scholarships, vertical
slice development, and final beta version

production. In 2017, the Slovak videogame
community welcomed the De Minimis grant
as a very positive step: it allowed individuals
and smaller studios to apply for much-needed
external funds to create digital games.
As the maximum grant per applicant is EUR
100,000, the Slovak Arts Council’s funding is
particularly attractive to smaller studio games
with high artistic value, educational aspects,
and innovation - with preference given to
added-value projects that enhance overall
digital game quality in Slovakia. The Council’s
multimedia sub-programme - which has had
annual budget increases - is also very popular,
with over 210 applicant projects in the first three
years and EUR 2,200,000 allocated.

For more information, please visit
www.fpu.sk/en
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Follow us to stay in the
Slovak game development
news loop
www.linktr.ee/sgda_sk
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